
Mod: BM-30AT/B
Production code: IMP30 - 9175-SY   

11/2010



Capacità lt. Capacità kg. Volt KW Energy Dimens. mm Velocità KG

30 LT. 7 230/1-5... 1,5 700 X 620 X 1200 H 91-166-282 RPM 204

The undersigned, authorized officer of the above written Company, hereby declares that the above mentioned goods are in compliance with the following
directives:

98/37/CE - 2006/95/CE - 89/336/CE - Reg.1935/2004
and with the following Standards:

CEI EN 60335-2-14/A2:2000
The manufacturer declines any responsibility  if the suggestions brought in this manual are not strictly observed. Before starting any operation read this manual

and keep it for further consultation.

WARRANTY
The manufacturer restricts hisself to repare or replace alla components eith construction faults wich manifest themself in the first 12 months from the date of

putting in use and however not later than 16 months from the shipment date of manufacturer. Components for which it foreseen a normal consumption are
excluded from warranty ( for example electical parts). The customer must indicate to the manufacturer, in order to benefit from the warranty, the faults pointing
out: the registration number of the machine, the reference of the purchase date (invoice or delivery note) and furthermore he will have to send the faulty part at

his charges for for reparation or replacement. The manufacturer fulfils completely is warrenty obligations by the reparation on the replacement of the faulty
piece. If reparation is requested where the machine is installed, the charges regarding labour, trip, possible stay of the technicians or the mounters will be

entirely at the purchaser charges. The damages due to an inappropriate use, missed maintenance, tampering are not included in the warranty.

WASTE DISPOSAL
DIRECT. 2002/96/CEE- Discard old devices: at the end of its working live the product must not be disposed of as urban waste. It must be taken to a special local

authority differentiated waste collection centre or to a dealer providing this service.














